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KING’S OBSERVATORY, KEW 
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 

 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

In July 2010 Mr Robbie Brothers (the client) commissioned Rob Gray, supported by 
Chris Slack and working alongside Kim Wilkie Associates (the project team), to provide 
ecological and environmental advice and a report, associated with the proposed 
development of the King’s Observatory site in Richmond, Surrey.  This document is the 
final draft version of this report and has been prepared, following internal review and 
comment, for final review prior to completion. 
 
The King’s Observatory site consists of the old Observatory building itself (a Grade 1 
listed structure dating from 1768), along with various more recent ancillary buildings, set 
in a rectangular open space of 2.6 hectares size.  The site is surrounded by Royal Mid 
Surrey Golf Club (RMSGC), part of the Old Deer Park leased to a number of tenants by 
The Crown Estate, and adjacent to the River Thames in the London Borough of 
Richmond. 

 
The client is the leaseholder for the King’s Observatory site and proposes to convert the 
existing property into a private residence, remove the existing outbuildings and construct 
a new and largely below ground annex.    The grounds will be redesigned to include open 
water and wetland and managed to enhance wildlife and aesthetic value.   
 
This report considers the site and its context, provides an evaluation of its current 
environmental and ecological value and provides recommendations for how this value 
can be enhanced as part of the proposals and managed for long term benefit. 
 
The consultants have made several visits to the site and the surrounding area and carried 
out formal surveys of the site ecology.  Meetings have been held with key interested 
parties and the available base data and reports have been reviewed. 
 
The environmental context of the site is of particular importance for this project.  The 
Old Deer Park as a whole is a “Site of Borough Importance for Nature Conservation” (or 
Borough level SINC) and the tidal Thames is a “Site of Metropolitan Importance for 
Nature Conservation” (or Metropolitan/London level SINC).  The site remains in the 
active flood plain of the Thames and is subject to occasional flooding.  This context is a 
key theme of the assessment and this report. 
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2.0 PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
2.1 General 
 

This section of the report considers the planning context for the site proposals at a 
national, regional and local level.  The wider planning issues are being evaluated 
separately by Alistair Grills Associates and this report considers the planning context 
only as it affects the environmental and ecological aspects of the project.  All excerpts 
from planning policy are shown in italics. 

 
2.2 National 
 

The most relevant policy, Planning Policy Statement (or PPS) 9: Bio-diversity and 
Geological Conservation, sets out planning  policies on protection of biodiversity and 
geological conservation through the planning system.  The main objects of this policy are 
to: 

 
 promote sustainable development by ensuring that biological and geological 

diversity are conserved and enhanced as an integral part of the development.  
 conserve, enhance and restore the diversity of England’s wildlife and geology by 

sustaining and where possible, improving the quality and extent of natural habitat, 
geological and geomorphological sites, the natural physical process on which they 
depend, and the population of naturally occurring species which they support. 

 contribute to rural renewal and urban renaissance by enhancing biodiversity and 
green spaces amongst developments and by ensuring that developers take account 
of the roles and values of biodiversity in supporting economic diversification and 
contributing to a high quality environment.  

 
The site does not have any exposed geology and its geological character is not an issue 
for the development.  The biodiversity of the site is a key issue however and is addressed 
in this report. 
 
PPS 5 - Planning for the Historic Environment (2010) sets out the Government's latest 
planning policies on the conservation of the historic environment.  This policy deals 
mostly with historic buildings and archaeology and, whilst these matters are of key 
importance to the project, they are dealt with by other specialists.   However, the value of 
the historic landscape is also recognised by PPS5.  This is of particular importance on 
this site, given its location within the Old Deer Park, and is reflected in the landscape 
proposals put forward for the project. 

 
2.3 Regional 
 

The Regional Spatial Strategies (RSSs) in England were largely revoked under s79(6) of 
the Local Democracy Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 on 6th July 
2010.  Exceptionally, The London Plan (consolidated with Alterations since 2004) 
continues to provide the planning framework for London boroughs.  However, as part of 
a wider process of decentralisation in London introduced by the new government, the 
Secretary of State is currently reviewing how powers and discretion can be shifted 
downwards from government to the Mayor and Assembly, to London Boroughs and to 
local neighbourhoods.  This will include reviewing the scope for devolving power from 
the Greater London Authority down to the Boroughs and below. 
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The relevant components of the London Plan for this project are: 

Policy 3D.10 Metropolitan Open Land 

The site is classed as Metropolitan Open Land. 

“The Mayor will and boroughs should maintain the protection of Metropolitan Open 

Land (MOL) from inappropriate development…” 

“Policies should include a presumption against inappropriate development of MOL and 

give the same level of protection as the green belt. Essential facilities for appropriate 

uses will only be acceptable where they do not have an adverse impact on the openness 

of MOL”. 

Policy 3D.14 Biodiversity and Nature Conservation 

The site is part of the Old Deer Park Site of Borough Importance for Nature Conservation 
and lies adjacent to the River Thames and islands Site of Metropolitan Importance for 
Nature Conservation.  Richmond has an active local Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP), 
reflecting the London regional BAP, and a number of its constituent species and habitat 
action plans (SAPs and HAPs) are relevant to the site either at present or as it is 
envisaged.  

“The Mayor will work with partners to ensure a proactive approach to the protection, 

promotion and management of biodiversity in support of the Mayor's Biodiversity 

Strategy. 

The planning of new development and regeneration should have regard to nature 

conservation and biodiversity, and opportunities should be taken to achieve positive 

gains for conservation through the form and design of development. Where appropriate, 

measures may include creating, enhancing and managing wildlife habitat and natural 

landscape and improving access to nature. Priority for both should be given to sites 

which assist in achieving the targets in Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs) and sites within 

or near to areas deficient in accessible wildlife sites.  

The Mayor will identify Sites of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation 

(SMIs), which, in addition to internationally and nationally designated sites, includes 

land of strategic importance for nature conservation and biodiversity across London. 

Boroughs should give strong protection to these sites in their DPDs. Boroughs should 

use the procedures adopted by the Mayor in his Biodiversity Strategy to identify sites of 

Borough or Local Importance for Nature Conservation and should accord them a level of 

protection commensurate with their borough or local significance. 

The Mayor will and boroughs should resist development that would have a significant 

adverse impact on the population or conservation status of protected species or priority 

species identified in the UK, London and borough Biodiversity Action Plans. Appropriate 
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policies for their protection and enhancement and to achieve the targets set out in BAPs, 

should be included in DPDs. 

Where development is proposed which would affect a site of importance for nature 

conservation or important species, the approach should be to seek to avoid adverse 

impact on the species or nature conservation value of the site, and if that is not possible, 

to minimise such impact and seek mitigation of any residual impacts. Where, 

exceptionally, development is to be permitted because the reasons for it are judged to 

outweigh significant harm to nature conservation, appropriate compensation should be 

sought.” 

Policy 3D.15 Trees and Woodland 

There are existing tees on the site and the proposals include the creation of new wooded 
parts of the site. 

“The Mayor will and boroughs should protect, maintain and enhance trees and 

woodland in support of the London Tree and Woodland Framework.” 

Policy 4B.12 Heritage conservation 

The King’s Observatory itself is a Grade One listed building and the site forms part of the 
Old Deer Park, a historic royal park owned by the Crown Estate.  

“Boroughs should: 

 ensure that the protection and enhancement of historic assets in London are based on 

an understanding of their special character, and form part of the wider design and 

urban improvement agenda, including their relationship to adjoining areas, and that 

policies recognise the multi-cultural nature of heritage issues  

 identify areas, spaces, historic parks and gardens, and buildings of special quality or 

character and adopt policies for their protection and the identification of opportunities 

for their enhancement, taking into account the strategic London context”  

 
2.4 Local 
 

The local planning policy context is established by the saved policies within the LBRUT 
Unitary Development Plan – First Review (UDPFR) 2005; LBRUT’s Local Development 
Framework (LDF) Core Strategy, adopted April 2009 and relevant Supplementary 
Planning Guidance 
 
The relevant UDP policies for the project are 

 
UDP Policy ENV1 Metropolitan Open Land 
 
This policy essentially develops upon the regional policy in the London Plan.  A clause 
of specific relevance to this project is: 
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“5.27   The Council will protect metropolitan open land as a habitat for wildlife and take 

opportunities, where possible, to increase its potential for wildlife. Views across 
open land are important. The Council will encourage enhancement of 
metropolitan open land where appropriate, e.g. by landscaping, removal or 
replacement of inappropriate fencing, screening, and seek to reduce the visual 
impact of traffic and car parking.” 

 
UDP Policy ENV 6 Green Chains 
 
The site is a part of the largely open land making up the River Thames green chain: 
 
“5.44 The Council, in conjunction with neighbouring Boroughs, will have regard to the 

importance of interconnected green space (or green chains) as a recreation and 
nature conservation resource, and as a link to the countryside. Priority will be 
given to proposals that will provide missing links, and enhance the value of green 
chains for informal recreation (particularly walking) and nature conservation. 
Proposals which would breach the green chains with built development will not 
be permitted.” 

 
UDP Policy ENV 9 – Trees in town and landscape 
 
“5.55  The Council will: 
 

a) continue to protect trees and make tree preservation orders (TPOs) where 
appropriate; 

b) encourage tree planting where appropriate, and give priority to native trees 
where these are suitable. The Council will continue its own programme of 
planting, especially in the areas shown on the proposals map; 

c) continue its programme of maintaining trees in streets and public open spaces 
and of selectively clearing and replanting trees; 

d) seek to retain the existing character of areas of forest tree planting, and 
generally favour forest trees over others where opportunities arise; 

e) promote planting of clumps and thickets in appropriate locations.”  
 

UDP Policy ENV 10 – Historic Parks, Gardens and Landscapes 
 
“5.58 The Council will seek to protect and enhance the parks and gardens of special 

historic interest included in the Register compiled by English Heritage under the 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, and other historic 
parks, gardens and landscapes where appropriate. Proposals which have an 
adverse effect on the settings, views, and vistas to and from historic parks and 
gardens, will not be permitted.” 

 
“5.59 (part)…Many of these parks and gardens have management plans to enhance 

their value which the Council supports, and may form the basis of supplementary 
planning guidance (e.g. for the Old Deer Park).” 

 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (including Old Deer Park) is classed in the Register as a 
Grade I park.  The Old Deer Park management plan has been adopted by the Borough as 
supplementary planning guidance.   
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UDP Policy ENV 18 – Other Sites of Nature Importance 
 
The site is part of the Old Deer Park Site of Borough Importance for Nature Conservation 
 
“5.80 Proposals which may have an adverse effect on an Other Site of Nature 

Importance shown on the proposals map, or which may be identified from time to 
time, will not be permitted. Developers may be required to show that their 
proposals will not affect these areas by way of built form, noise, air pollution, 
light pollution, surface run-off of water, water quality, changes in level, 
landscaping and other factors, including those raised in the Local Biodiversity 
Action Plan.” 

 
UDP Policy ENV 19 – Nature Conservation and Development Proposals 
 
“5.83 All new development will be expected to preserve and where possible enhance 

existing habitats and wildlife features. The opportunity should be taken in new 
and existing development to create appropriate new habitats, in the design of 
buildings themselves and in appropriate design and species in landscaping 
schemes and to incorporate features to attract wildlife….” 

 
“5.84 Although the principal use of a site may be for housing or other development, 

schemes should be designed to retain natural features on site, e.g. trees or other 
vegetation, water courses, banks, old field boundaries including hedges. Where 
no such features exist, or where the Council is satisfied that retention would be 
impracticable, new habitats or features to encourage wildlife should be created 
on the site, where possible. Account will also be taken of the site's potential as 
part of a green corridor. The Council will endeavour to keep the diversity of 
indigenous species by requiring, in appropriate cases, the planting of native trees 
when implementing tree planting policies and considering other landscaping 
schemes. The Council may also, in appropriate cases, refer to the Local 
Biodiversity Action Plan and require site management agreements to support 
indigenous species and habitats considered seriously at risk….”  

 
UDP Policy ENV 24 – Species Protection 
 
“5.93 Planning permission will not be granted for development or land use changes 

which would have an adverse impact on badgers or species protected by 
schedules 1, 5 or 8 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In addition, the 
Council will take into account the presence of local or national biodiversity 
priority species when assessing applications. Where development is permitted 
that may affect those species, the council will impose conditions where 
appropriate, and seek to use its powers to enter into planning agreements to 
facilitate the survival of individual members of the species; reduce disturbance to 
a minimum; and provide adequate alternative habitats to sustain at least the 
current levels of population.” 

 
 The survey work on site considered the potential for badgers and species protected under 

schedules 1, 5 and 8 of the act to be present on the site.   
 
UDP Policy ENV26 Thames Policy Area 
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The site lies within the Thames Policy Area although, as the site boundary is several 
hundred metres distant from the river, many of the riverside policies are not relevant.   

 
“5.97 The Council will seek to protect and enhance the special character of the Thames 

Policy Area [TPA], whose boundaries are indicated on the Proposals Map, by: 
 

a) protecting and enhancing views and vistas of and from the River Thames and 
its riverside landmarks as identified in RPG 3B/9B, and on the Proposals 
Map; 

b) identifying and protecting the special character of individual reaches 
c) ensuring a high quality of design for buildings and spaces, appropriate to the 

identity of the context, so that the individuality of the reaches is protected; 
d) ensuring that development establishes a relationship with the River and takes 

full advantage of its riverside location, addressing the River as a frontage and 
opening up views and access to it, taking account of the changed perspective 
with tides (see ENV 35) 

e) identifying sites where, exceptionally, landmark buildings may be 
appropriate; 

f) encouraging development which includes a mixture of uses,  including uses 
which enable the public to enjoy the riverside, especially at ground level in 
buildings fronting the river; 

g) preparing design briefs, as appropriate, in consultation with the local 
community and requiring design statements from developers for all significant 
developments in the TPA, and all riverside sites; 

h) identifying and protecting landscape features, important structures and 
archaeological resources associated with the River and its history and 
heritage and ensuring that new riverside development incorporates existing 
river features (as described in detail in policy ENV 30); 

i) discouraging land infill and development which encroaches into the river and 
its foreshore other than in exceptional circumstances, which may include 
where necessary for the construction of new bridges, tunnels, jetties, piers, 
slipways etc. 

j) requiring a statement of the effect of the proposal on any existing river-
dependent uses on the site and their associated facilities (both on and off the 
site); and an assessment of the potential of the site for river-dependent uses 
and facilities if there are none existing.” 

 
The Thames Landscape Strategy, first produced in 1995 and currently under review, has 
been adopted by the Borough as supplementary planning guidance.   
 
UDP Policy BLT14 – Landscape and Development 
 
“6.72 The inclusion of landscape proposals will normally be required in submissions 

for new development, and the Council will insist on the retention of existing trees 
and other important landscape features on development sites where practicable. 
Where trees are removed replacement planting will normally be required. There 
will be a presumption against schemes that result in an unacceptable loss of 
trees.” 

 
The Local Development Framework (LDF), which will eventually replace the UDP, is 
currently under development by the council. The Core Strategy (2009) has already been 
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adopted but there are no significant policy changes with respect to the environmental and 
ecological matters identified above.     
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3.0 SITE CONTEXT 
 
3.1      General 
 

The King’s Observatory site lies on the southern margins of the tidal Thames floodplain 
between Kew and Richmond in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames (see 
figure 1).   The site is at the centre of the Old Deer Park and is surrounded by the Royal 
Mid Surrey Golf Course (RMSGC).   
 
The site itself consists of a north south oriented rectangle of land covering 2.57 hectares 
and bounded by a close-board wooden fence.  The site comprises the King’s Observatory 
itself, sitting on a raised mound in the northern half of the site; a number of other more 
modern buildings surround it in the northern half of the site along with hard standing and 
car parking areas.  The southern part of the site comprises lawn, mown short over at least 
the last 15 years, with some ornamental trees and a few shrubs and borders.  The areas of 
these features are shown in Table 1 below: 
 

Feature 
 

Area (m2) % of total 

King’s Observatory building 250 1 
Various outbuildings 900 4 
Associated hard standing  3650 15 
Lawn and associated borders 20900 80 

 
Table 1: land area of features on the King’s Observatory site 

 
RMSGC comprises two high quality 18 hole courses, known as the ‘Inner’ and the 
’Outer’, established in the late 1800s.  The courses cover an area of around 65 hectares 
(excluding the King’s Observatory site) and extend up to the flooded ditch which marks 
the boundary of the Old Deer Park with the Thames towpath. 
 
The Old Deer Park covers around 90 hectares in total.  The park was originally enclosed 
as a Royal hunting park in 1604 and remains within the freehold of The Crown Estate.  It 
comprises the RMSGC and the King’s Observatory site, together with the Recreation 
Ground, Pools in the Park and Richmond Athletic Ground. The Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew borders the Old Deer Park to the north.     
 

3.2 Topography 
 

The topography of the King’s Observatory site is shown on figure 2.  The overall 
topography rises gently from a low of around +4.3m OD in the north east corner of the 
site to a high of +5.6m OD in the south west corner.  There are several slight mounds 
within the site, the most significant of these rises to a level of +6.7m OD and the King’s 
Observatory building sits on it.   This mound was built to cover the extensive sub-
basements of the building and to protect it from Thames flood waters. There is also a 
slight mounding to a level of +5m OD in the north-west corner and a slightly more 
pronounced mounding to +6.5m OD in the central western area of the site.  Both these 
mounds are likely to be associated with relatively recent construction and/or associated 
re-grading works on the site.   
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The wider topography of the Old Deer Park largely reflects that of the Observatory site, 
being largely flat or slightly undulating as might be expected from a flood plain area, and 
generally rising from a low of around +3m OD adjacent to the towpath on the western 
edge of the site to around +8m OD towards the Kew Road on its eastern side.   
 
The Kew towpath sits on a flood bank which varies in level down to around +5.5m OD 
and as such protects a large part of the natural flood plain from all but the largest of the 
year’s flood events.  

 
3.3 Landscape 
 

King’s Observatory 
 

The King’s Observatory site has been sub-let as a corporate headquarters for around 20 
years and over this period the landscape has been managed to provide an appropriate 
backdrop for this purpose.  Most of the site is grass covered and this has been cut as a 
close cropped lawn throughout the growing season for at least the last 15 years (grounds 
manager, pers. comm.).   
 
There are some 50 or so trees and shrubs on the site.  There is only one large and old tree 
among them, a Turkey oak (Quercus cerris) of around 15 metres height and 5 metres 
circumference which stands between the Observatory building and the eastern car park.  
There are also some seven old and stunted elders of three to five metres height both next 
to and growing through the southern and western boundary fence.   The rest of the trees 
and shrubs are twenty years old or less and consist of a range of largely ornamental 
specimens, including maple, rowan and ash, alongside some oaks and sycamore and 
range up to around 12 metres high.  Most of these are scattered in the northern and 
central parts of the site.   
 
There is one small area of scrub, around the underground structure in the south western 
part of the site, where the vegetation has been left to grow in an unmanaged way for the 
last 10 years or so.  This has resulted in a number of elderberry shrubs and a profusion of 
nettles and brambles. 
 
The Observatory itself is the most prominent feature on the site, standing on a small 
mound, three storeys high and white washed.  For at least the last 15 years the building 
has been flood lit around all four sides by powerful arc lights on each corner and there 
are further street light type security lights around the hard standing on the northern part 
of the site.  The remaining buildings are all single storey, mostly with pitched roofs.  
 
Royal Mid Surrey Golf Course 
 
The Royal Middlesex and Surrey Golf Course (RMSGC) was designed in the 1890s by 
JH Taylor, the five times Open champion, who was also the club’s retained professional 
player for many years.  Taylor’s vision for the course was as “an inland links” (Gavin 
Kinsella, head green keeper, pers. comm.).  This is likely to have included dry and 
bumpy fairways, wispy and fine grasses in the rough and a relatively low number of 
trees.  This vision is not incompatible with the vision for the Old Deer Park as a whole, 
created by Capability Brown and others in the 18th century. 
 
Over the last fifty years the management of the course changed, in response to the 
fashion for a more US style parkland type of golf with lush, well fertilised and watered 
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fairways and greens.   More trees were planted around the course and many of these were 
ornamental and non-native.   
In recent years there has been a return to a more traditional management of the course, 
reducing the fertiliser applications and watering.  This approach favours the growth of  
finer grasses and allows drier conditions to develop over the summer.   There is also an 
interest in removing some of the ornamental trees.  This change has been a result of 
golfing fashions moving towards a more authentic test, combining with the economic and 
green arguments for reduced fertiliser and water use.  Opinions at the golf course have  
also been influenced by the Old Deer Park management plan, produced by Kim Wilkie 
Associates in 2000, which recommended a return to a management regime more in 
keeping with the overall vision for the park, as set out below.   
 
Old Deer Park 
 
This part of the tidal Thames flood plain has been subject to land management for 
hundreds, if not thousands of years.  The King’s Observatory site itself lies partially 
astride the footprint of a Carthusian Priory, founded in 1414 by Henry V, and the area has 
formed part of a royal and monastic landscape from that time.   The Old Deer Park was 
enclosed as an entity by James I in 1604, and used as a hunting park, linked to Richmond 
Palace, the site of which is in central Richmond to the south.   
 
By the 1700s the area was at the forefront of the English landscape movement.  Major 
features of the park such as the northern ha-ha and open grassland landscape, 
incorporating groups of trees framing vistas to well proportioned buildings, were 
developed at this time by Lancelot “Capability” Brown and others.  The Royal Botanical 
Gardens were created shortly afterwards. 
 
Over the last century the uses of the park have diversified and its integrity has been much 
reduced.  The Old Deer Park management plan, produced in 2000, made a number of 
important recommendations including: 

 
 Look for opportunities to enhance the Old Deer Park as a single coherent entity 
 Where possible re-create the Capability Brown landscape of open vistas and groups 

of standard trees, that was created in the late 18th century 
 Protect and enhance the valuable environmental features of the landscape, including 

the areas of ponds and open water, wet woodland and acid grassland 
 Maintain the current diversity of sporting uses whilst resisting the overdevelopment 

of the area for professional and mass spectator events 
 Look to reduce the use of fertilisers and irrigation on the golf course site  

 
The western part of the Old Deer Park, below around +5.5m OD, is in the flood plain and 
is subject to occasional inundation from overtopping of the tow path.  The marginal ditch, 
next to the tow path, is fed by river inflows piped beneath the tow path on each high tide.  
There is also a 1500 metre stretch of mature wet woodland along this boundary which is 
subject to regular water-logging by overflow from this ditch.  

 
3.4 Geology 
 

The 1:50,000 geological map for the area shows alluvium extending from the River 
Thames to within around 150 metres of the King’s Observatory site with the site itself, 
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along with much of the Old Deer Park as whole, being directly underlain by Terrace 
Gravels. 
 
Local information contradicts this however.  Trenches and trial pits excavated on the golf 
course 200 metres to the east, and 150 metres to the south east of the site (and reported 
by MOLAS, 2010), recorded between 1 metre and 3 metres of alluvium covering the 
gravel.  The course manager (pers comm.) also reports that drainage ditches across the 
course are generally excavated into alluvium. 
 
Five boreholes were installed at the site in March 2010 at the locations shown on Figure 
2 and the logs are enclosed as Appendix A.  The main features of the shallow geology 
revealed by these boreholes are as follows:  

 
 Top Soil:  the top soil is recorded as 10 centimetres in all the boreholes.  Note 

however that this may have been  put in as a default on borehole logs (particularly 
where the soil characteristics are not the object of the investigation) and may not be 
reliable.   

 Made Ground: between 0.25 metres and 0.7 metres thickness.  The description of 
this made ground is of sandy clay with occasional fine roots, sub-angular flint gravel 
and rare fine brick fragments, chalk pieces and carbon deposits.  The logs call this 
“fill” but it is more likely to be alluvial deposits, created essentially naturally by flood 
events, but happening alongside some human activity and therefore incorporating 
occasional brick fragments and carbon deposits.  There has been human activity on 
the site since at least the 1400s and this “made ground” gives an indication of the 
alluvial deposition rate over this period. 

 Sandy Clay: between 0.7 metres and 3 metres thickness.  The thickness in three of 
the boreholes is between 1.0 metres and 1.45 metres.  This sandy clay is described as 
soft to firm with occasional roots and sub-angular gravel and some sand pockets.  
This would appear to be a classic flood plain alluvium.  The base of the alluvium is 
some 1.5 to 2 metres below the ground in four of the boreholes, at around +3 to 
+3.5m OD. In WS2 however, the alluvium base is at +0.6m OD, giving a thickness of 
around 4 metres.   

 Sand: between 0.25m and 0.7 metres thickness is recorded in just two of the 
boreholes (WS1 and WS3).  Brown, medium to coarse sand with some sub-angular 
flint gravel  

 Sandy Gravel: fine to coarse sub-angular flint.  This is the Kempton Park Terrace 
(also known as the First River Terrace).  The top of this sequence lies at between 
+3.5m OD and +0.6m OD and the base of the sequence was not seen 

 
These data indicate a substantial thickness of alluvium across the King’s Observatory site 
at between 1.5 metres and 2 metres, with occasional channels and/or hollows where it 
thickens to around 4 metres.   The sandy gravel known as the Kempton Park terrace 
underlies the alluvium across the site.  
 

3.5 Hydrology 
 

The King’s Observatory site is within the Thames floodplain.  The Thames at this 
location is tidal and flood events are caused largely by a combination of peak (spring) 
tide events and high inflows from the fresh water river.  The flood level at this site can be 
further influenced by North Sea storm surges (which can add up to a metre to the peak 
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tide) and the closure of the Thames Barrier (which several times per year on average is 
done specifically to reduce the flood risk to these upper tidal reaches of the river).   
 
Normal high tide events are constrained by the towpath embankment and there is only a 
minor inflow to the marginal ditch and wet woodland area through several pipes set 
beneath the towpath.   The tides of 12th and 13th August 2010 were among the highest of 
the year, with early morning tidal peaks of 7.48m OD at London Bridge on both days 
(5.28m OD at Richmond Lock, and estimated as 5.4m OD opposite the site), being within 
a centimetre of the highest tide of the year (Tide tables for 2010).  This tide was observed 
from the towpath and at its maximum it just lapped on to the towpath and caused no 
overtopping into the Old Deer Park. 
 
However, if a high tide event combines with a high fresh water inflow from upstream 
and/or a tidal storm surge from downstream, this can add half a metre or so to the peak 
water level and cause the river to overtop the towpath and cause major flooding to the 
western part of the Old Deer Park.   
 
Such an event occurred in March of 2010.  Data from the Thames Barrier show that it 
was closed five times between 28th February and 2nd March due to a combination of high 
tides, large surface water flows and a storm surge.  As a consequence there was no 
flooding on the King’s Observatory site over this period.  The storm surge then abated, 
although high surface flows continued, and the barrier was opened late on 2nd March.  
Both the golf course and a large part of the King’s Observatory site were inundated on 
the morning of the 3rd March by a large flood event on the following peak tide.   
 
First hand accounts from the golf course manager reported water levels along the track-
way to the Observatory as far as the 16th green on the inner course (at around +5.3m OD).  
The course manager noted that the flood water remained for several days and, on 
reviewing the tide and river flow records, it appears likely that these flood waters were 
being topped up on subsequent high tides. 
 
The course manager has worked at the course since 2007 and he had previously only seen 
the one flood event.  Long serving staff at the King’s Observatory reported that flood 
events occur most winters and can last for several days.  They noted that, when warning 
of an event is given, the staff move their cars to the southern part of the site where they 
invariably remain out of the water.  The northern part of the site can remain under half a 
metre or so of water for several days.  
 
Scott Wilson produced a flood risk assessment report as part of this project.  This 
assessment used the following flood level data for the site from the Environment Agency 
as the basis for its flood modelling work:    

 
Flood event 1 in 20 years 1 in 200 years 1 in 1000 years 
Water level (m OD) 5.37 5.45 5.5 
 

Table 2: return period flood events for the Old Deer Park site 
 

The Environment Agency has intimated to Scott Wilson staff that the March 2010 flood 
was close to being a 1 in 20 year flood event. 

 
3.6 Hydrogeology 
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The terrace gravels form a shallow aquifer beneath the site.  The five boreholes installed 
on the site, and identified on Figure 2, are designed to allow monitoring of groundwater 
levels in this aquifer.  The water levels from these boreholes (in metres OD) are set out in 
the Table below: 
 

 16th March 1st April 22nd April 15th July 30th July 
 

WS1 3.19 3.86 2.92 below 2.25 below 2.25 
WS2* 3.58 4.23 3.43 2.56 2.31 
WS3 3.21 3.59 2.87 below 2.50 below 2.50 
WS4 3.30 3.91 2.91 1.94 1.95 
WS5 3.26 3.35 2.88 below 2.55 below 2.55 

 
Table 3: groundwater level data for 2010 from site boreholes 

 
*Note that these data are suspect as borehole WS2 only penetrates the gravel by around 
0.2 metres 
 
The data from 1st April follow a period of flooding and may represent a near maximum 
seasonal groundwater level.  The data from 30th July follow an extensive dry period and 
may represent a near minimum seasonal level.  The seasonal variation in groundwater 
levels beneath the site can be interpreted to be around +3.5m OD in the late winter (and 
up to around +5m OD during and immediately following flood events) to around +2m 
OD in late summer. 
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4.0 SITE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 
4.1 Site Overview 
 

The main environmental features of the site at present are the short mown grass and the 
ornamental trees and shrubs.  The main control on the site is its management, related to 
its use as a corporate headquarters. 

 
The site was surveyed on 23rd July 2010 and, along with the wider golf course and 
towpath area, on 13th and 23rd August 2010.  The surveys considered the quality and 
characteristics of the grassland and the trees and shrubs.  An emergent bat survey was 
carried out on 16th September 2010.  Further information on the fauna of the site and 
surrounding area was gathered from discussion with the golf course and King’s 
Observatory staff and a review of local records. 

 
4.2 Environmental Context 
 

The King’s Observatory site is part of the “Royal Botanic Gardens and Old Deer Park 
Grade One Site of Borough Importance for Nature Conservation”.  The site covers 210 
hectares of largely open green space containing good quality acid grassland, native 
woodland and wetland (including wet woodland) habitats.    
 
Royal Mid Surrey golf course (RMSGC) and the King’s Observatory site have the 
potential to contain good quality acid grassland habitat.  Acid grassland is a priority 
habitat for conservation in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) as well as in the 
London BAP and the local LB Richmond BAP.  London as a whole contains around 
1300 hectares of acid grassland (equivalent to 4 per cent of the national total) and 
Richmond borough provides almost half of this total with 620 hectares.   
 
Acid grassland refers to the grassland sward that develops over acidic soils which are free 
draining and low in nutrients.  The habitat consists of various fine leaved grasses and 
associated wild flowers, such as common bent, red and sheep’s fescues, wavy hair-grass, 
sheep’s sorrel, tormentil, cat’s ear and heath bedstraw.  Ant hills often develop as part of 
this mix when the grasses are left to develop naturally. 
 
This habitat is the natural home of a distinctive group of insects and spiders known 
collectively as the Thames Terrace invertebrates.  Prominent within the group are many 
hole nesting bees, such as the rare mining bee Andrena florae.  The habitat is also known 
for the small heath and small copper butterflies along with meadow pipits, skylarks, and 
green woodpeckers, drawn by the rich insect pickings.  
 
The historic management of the golf course, since the war, including increased fairway 
watering, more trees and the application of fertilisers, plus single species grass seeding, 
had all been to the detriment of the acid grassland habitat.  In recent years, a preference 
for a drier and more traditional set up has helped to see the finer acid grasses start to 
return to the course.   
 
Wet woodland is another UK BAP priority habitat and the wet woodland that runs for 
some 1500 metres along the northern and western edge of the golf course, varying in 
width between 50 and 100 metres, may be the largest example of wet woodland in 
Greater London.   The area has, until recently, been under-appreciated and little managed.  
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However, two surveys of the site have been carried out in association with the Thames 
Landscape Strategy in the last couple of years. 
 
An ecological habitat survey by Giles Groome in July 2008 mapped out six main habitat 
types, including 70 per cent woodland and wet woodland, 15 per cent standing and 
running open water (including the marginal ditch) and 5 per cent fen marsh and swamp, 
with the remaining area as tall ruderal and scattered scrub.  The survey concluded that 
this was an important habitat area but it is currently limited to a significant degree by the 
high nutrient load in the river water and the associated silts, and the large amount of 
shade within the wooded areas. In summer 2010 Himalayan balsam was a dominant plant 
within the wetland margins and this further reduced the diversity of the habitat.  
 
A report was produced on the invertebrates of the wet woodland by Dr Jonty Denton in 
September 2008.  The report identifies a number of rare and notable species; mostly 
beetles (16 rare and notable species in total), along with spiders, hoppers and ants and 
one mollusc (Thames door snail).  The report uses two methods of measuring the site’s 
quality – species quality index (SQI) and species quality score (SQS).  The site scores 
290 and 493 respectively on these indices and Dr Denton reports that scores of 300 and 
above are indicative of sites of County standard (Fowles, 1999).   
 
Dr Denton notes further that this is a particularly good score given that key hosts such as 
beech are absent, and that many of the rare beetles are associated with the veteran horse 
chestnuts within the wet woodland and along the towpath.  The hulks of three old horse 
chestnuts yielded an extremely important assemblage of saproxylic beetle species, 
including the second County records for Aeletes atomarius and Euryusa sinuata and the 
first modern Surrey records for the UK BAP click beetle Elater ferrugineous.   He also 
noted that the shallow flooded fen areas support a number of nationally scarce species 
including Odontomyria tigrina which was abundant.  Plant diversity is noted as very 
poor, and the relief channel margins are largely devoid of emergent vegetation, but sedge 
beds have developed in some of the more open and un-shaded sections.  Finally Dr 
Denton recommends creating scrapes and pools in the amenity grassland areas although 
he notes that the high nutrient loads will limit the variety of flora.     
 
Much of this wet woodland area is within the grounds of the golf course.  For many years 
the course has not actively managed this area and it is considered as “a nature reserve”.  
More recently the Greens Committee, in discussion with the Thames Landscape Strategy, 
have started to consider how they may link some of the wetland features seen within the 
wet woodland into the rest of the course – thereby better reflecting the flood plain nature 
of the outer parts of the course.  
 
The “River Thames and Islands Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature 
Conservation” lies adjacent to the site.  It covers 19 kilometres within Richmond 
Borough alone and is designated throughout London, making it the largest designated site 
in the capital.  It is also the most important habitat corridor in London, providing both a 
green and open water route through the borough and linking many other high value sites, 
such as Barnes Wetland Centre and Richmond Park within the borough, through to the 
Thames estuary downstream of the city centre to the east and the west London reservoirs 
and upstream fresh water system to the west.  The tidal Thames is a priority habitat in 
both the London BAP and the LB Richmond BAP.   
 
Barnes Wetland Centre is a wetland and open water habitat site, created from 42 hectares 
of disused water treatment works. This site is managed by the Wildfowl and Wetlands 
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Trust and located adjacent to the Thames around 5 kilometres downstream of the site.  
The site recorded 164 native bird species in 2009, which is a remarkably large and varied 
number including a significant number of rare and endangered species.  The full list is 
enclosed as Appendix B.  This example illustrates the high potential, within urban west 
London, of attracting a wide variety of interesting and sometimes rare species if the 
habitat is created and managed sensitively and well. 
 
The Thames is a particularly important feeding corridor for bats and it is recognised that 
bats roosting in Richmond Park for example, move nightly along the Thames corridor to 
feed on the large insect populations.  There are eight species of bats in Richmond 
Borough as follows (Fure, 2008): 

 
Species National frequency Local frequency 

 
Common pipistrelle Very common Common 
Soprano pipistrelle Very common Common 
Brown long eared Common Probably common but under 

recorded 
Serotine Uncommon Uncommon 
Daubenton’s Common Common 
Noctule Fairly common Widespread but declining 
Leisler’s  Rare Fairly common 
Nathusius’s Rare Regularly recorded in small 

numbers 
 

Table 4: species of bats found in LB Richmond 
 

No specific surveys have been seen for the wet woodland or the golf course area, but it is 
recognised that the wet woodland in particular is likely to provide good quality roosting 
and feeding habitat and there are a number of older and veteran trees around the golf 
course that provide likely bat roosts.   
 
There is known to be at least one badger sett on the golf course and badgers are a regular 
feature foraging over the course in the evenings.  Little owls are often seen across the 
course during the day and evening and tawny owls can be heard at night.  Foxes and 
rabbits are common and other small mammals such as hedgehogs, shrews and field mice, 
weasels and stoats, can be expected.  Grass snakes are recorded and there have also been 
unverified sightings of adders by golf course staff.  Common lizards are likely and the 
course also provides potentially good habitat for slow worms. 

 
4.3 King’s Observatory Phase One Habitat Survey 
 

Grassland 
 

The grassland area divides into three distinct areas based on the flora within it and these 
are shown on Figure 3.  All the grass is mown very short throughout the growing season.  
The grass arisings on the mound around the main building are boxed off whereas those 
on the remainder of the site are left.  
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The south-eastern part of the site largely consists of good quality acid grassland with 
small patches of coarser grasses such as Yorkshire fog bents within it but no clover.  This 
is fescue dominated grassland and is herb poor apart from some sheep’s sorrel.   
 
The western and northern part of the site is a typical neutral meadow grassland and 
includes rye grass and large amounts of clover, along with dandelion and chickweed, 
ground ivy, speedwell and mouse ear.  There is still some yarrow and occasional small 
patches of fescue in this mix. 
 
The south west part of the site and the King’s Observatory mound represents a cross over 
between the acid grassland and the neutral meadow grasses.  It shows patches of good 
quality acid grassland but with larger areas of higher pH grassland.  This leads to a richer 
floral mix, but of more common species, and is probably overall of less ecological value 
than the pure acid grassland.  There is still fescue in the mix along with yarrow, field 
woodrush and Yorkshire fog, hawkwood, cat’s ear and ragwort, and a large patch of 
ladies bedstraw.  There are also larger patches of bent and some clover. 
 
The three grassland types show a transition between them and are on a continuum 
controlled by the amount of nutrient they are receiving.  Acid grassland requires nutrient 
poor conditions whereas the neutral meadow grasses require a more generous nutrient 
input. 
 
The sub-soil beneath the entire site is essentially consistent, being alluvial sandy clay, 
and the land manager for the King’s Observatory site reported that no fertilisers have 
been added to the soil over the last fifteen years, so the reasons for the differences must 
lie elsewhere.   
 
One influence is likely to be the flooding of the site.  The river water has a high nutrient 
load and the regular inflow of flood waters onto the northern part of the site, amounting 
to half metre or so for several days per year on average, may well exert a major control 
on the grassland types.  The river water not only sits on top of the ground for several days 
but much of it then infiltrates into the sub-soil, which will filter out a significant part of 
its nutrient load.  This conclusion is supported by the grassland cover for the golf course, 
where the low lying western parts of the course are characterised by coarser neutral 
meadow grasses and the eastern parts, outside of the flood zone, have more fine acid 
grassland characteristics. 
 
The difference between the south eastern and south western parts of the site is more 
subtle.  Ground levels on the southern part of the site are consistently  above 5m OD and, 
if anything the south western area is slightly higher.  It also appears, from the 
Environment Agency flood level data in Table 2 above, that any river water reaching this 
part of the site would only be at the peak of high return period events.  
 
The archaeology report for the site (Cloake 2009)  records that the south western part of 
the site was used as a garden for the  observatory.  This area was purchased in 1853 and 
at least partly demarcated by a hedge until 1981.  The south eastern part of the site was 
purchased later, in 1893 and subsequently used as pasture for horses.   This historical 
difference in the land use, even though the two areas have been managed together for at 
least 15 years, may result in a residual difference in soil nutrient levels and a consequent 
subtle variation in the ecology.  
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The value of a habitat, from an environmental perspective, is a function of both its nature 
and the way in which it is managed.  The acid grassland on the site is potentially a high 
value habitat and both the neutral grassland and the meadow grassland are of significant 
potential value.    However, the fact that the grass is cut short on at least a weekly basis 
means that this value is not being realised.  Surveys of the grassland during both the day 
time and the evening have shown little or no associated invertebrate activity and there is 
limited or no habitat available for small mammals, amphibians or reptiles. 
 
Scrub area 
 
The scrub area is a small mound of around 10 metres diameter, around the underground 
structure in the south western part of the site, which has been allowed to grow, 
unmanaged, for at least the last 15 years.  This has resulted in a typical high nutrient 
scrub vegetation of nettle, bramble and elder, bindweed and thistle, which is quite 
different from the other vegetation types on the site.  It is possible that this area has 
received dumped soil from other parts of the site during construction works and/or that 
the grass cuttings from other parts of the site have been disposed of in this area.  This 
would certainly explain the evident high nutrient characteristics of this area. 
  
Trees and Shrubs 

 
The largest and most impressive tree on the site is the Turkey oak, located between the 
car park and the main building.  This is around 15 metres high with a girth of around 5 
metres.  It has clearly been heavily managed over many years and has a pleasing shape, 
although some of the upper branches are now showing signs of die back.   
 
There are three more oaks, significantly younger and around 12 metres high, in a group 
(with one more on the other side of the fencing), on the eastern edge of the site adjacent 
to the underground lead chamber.  There are two further oaks of similar age just to the 
north of the swimming pool.  Each of the trees has been subject to infestation with the 
oak processionary moth over the last couple of years.  This moth, in its larval stage, is a 
significant public health risk and has caused major concern within the borough and 
particularly in this area, with major management and removal costs being incurred by 
Royal Botanical Gardens as well as the RMSGC. 
 
There are seven mature though stunted elders of around 5 to 6 metres height along the 
southern and western boundary of the site.   

 
There are a number of further standard trees (rowans, sycamore, ash, oak and two 
conifers) plus several evergreen bushes and shrubs, dotted around the northern and 
western parts of the site.  Many of these are 10 to 15 metres high and not yet mature.  

 
These trees, with the exception of the one larger oak and the somewhat stunted elders are 
in the 15 to 25 year age range.  All the trees, with the exception of the elders, have been 
heavily managed on an annual basis as ornamental specimens.  Whilst this has given 
them a symmetrical and open structure it has much reduced their value as a habitat for 
invertebrates, nesting birds and roosting bats.  

 
 Bats 
 

All species of bat are protected in the UK through their inclusion on Schedule 5 of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act.  There are understood to be eight species of bats in 
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Richmond Borough as listed in Table 4 above.  The Borough is recognised as being an 
important urban habitat for bats due to the combination of large open areas with veteran 
trees for roosting (such as Richmond Park and Bushy Park) and open linear feeding areas 
such as the Thames and Crane river valleys. 

 
The River Thames corridor is an important feeding area for bats and Thames Landscape 
Strategy have invested significant sums over the last few years in improving the habitat 
along the river. 

 
There are several potential areas for bat roosts on the site including the roofs of the main 
building and the outbuildings, the vaults beneath the main building and the two 
subterranean buildings within the grounds.  The trees, with the exception of the mature 
Turkey oak, are too young to provide roosts.  The oak is a possibility although the 
intensive management of this tree has resulted in most of the dead branches and features 
with cracks and cavities having been removed.   

 
A preliminary survey of the vaults beneath the observatory building was carried out on 
23rd August.  These vaults are extensive, dark, damp and cool, and there are open grilles 
around the building that allow direct egress to the outdoors.  The vaults would appear to 
provide good conditions for bat roosting.  However, a long serving member of staff who 
accompanied part of this survey noted she had never seen any bats around the  site.  The 
security guard, who had also worked here at night over a ten year period, reported only 
very occasional sightings, typically on misty nights.  
 
A bat survey was carried out on the site on the evening of 16th September 2010.  The 
survey started before dusk (at around 7pm) and continued until well after dark at 8-30pm.  
Although this was rather late in the season the conditions were good for bats.  The 
weather was dry with a light breeze, and the sky was clear with a temperature of around 
15 degrees C.   

 
The survey covered the entire site, including the area around the house and openings to 
the vaults, the outbuildings, the mature oak tree and the four corners of the site.  No bats 
were recorded during this survey. 

 
Given the known value of the surrounding habitats for bats, this result was unexpected.  
However, it was noted that there were hardly any insects seen on the site during the 
survey and this can be ascribed to the lack of invertebrate habitat on the short grass lawns 
and the manicured trees.  In addition, the main building was lit with arc lights from dusk 
and there are around ten standard lamps in the rest of the northern part of the site.  It is 
likely that this arc lighting is deterring bats from using the vaults beneath the building. 
 
In contrast, the surrounding area of the Old Deer Park is entirely dark.  It contains good 
habitat for bats on the golf course and excellent habitat along the wet woodland of the 
river.   The conclusion drawn was that the Observatory site represents a low value habitat 
for bats, surrounded by habitats of much higher value.  This would explain the absence of 
bats, both on this evening and more generally, as noted by long time staff members.   

 
Other fauna 

 
Badgers are known to have at least one sett within the golf course and it is not 
uncommon for badgers to access the site, through gaps beneath the fencing, to root out 
worms from the lawn.  There are no possible locations for badger setts within the site 
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itself.  Foxes and rabbits also commonly access the site through these fence gaps in the 
evening.   

 
Tawny owls overfly the site at night, according to security staff, and one was heard 
nearby during the bat survey.  A little owl was also seen overflying the site, and using the 
boundary fence as perch, during an afternoon visit.  A pair of green woodpeckers was 
also seen on the lawn during the same visit. 

 
4.4 Conclusions 
 

The site lies within an area of considerable environmental value.  It is part of a large open 
area of around 200 hectares and is linked into the River Thames corridor, probably the 
most important wildlife corridor in Greater London.  The habitat potential of the wider 
site is partly realised, with patches of good acid grassland habitat on the golf course and 
an important habitat for invertebrates recorded in the wet woodland.   
 
Nevertheless, both habitats could be further improved by enhanced site management.  
The golf course management is currently actively engaged in how to improve both the 
habitat value and playing quality of the golf course. 
 
There is considerable latent environmental value in the King’s Observatory site, given its 
location and the large proportion of open space.  The south eastern section of the lawn 
area contains good quality acid grassland species and appeared more pristine than much 
of the surrounding golf course.  This is due in no small part to there having been little or 
no nutrient application from fertilisers, flood waters or leaf fall on this part of the site for 
a considerable period.  The other areas of the lawn comprise interesting and varied 
neutral and flood meadow grasses. 
 
The latent value of the site is not realised however due to how it has been managed.  The 
grass has been kept short cropped for at least fifteen years and therefore the grasses are 
not able to grow and develop and provide little or no habitat for invertebrates, and 
consequently little to support other species.   The trees on the site are also heavily 
manicured, removing all the scrubby, cross- cutting or decaying material that provides 
much of the habitat for insects and the space for nesting birds and roosting bats.  As a 
consequence, the trees are at present ornamental specimens of little wildlife value.   
 
One clear  outcome of this is the lack of bats utilising the site.  The landscape supports 
few if any of the invertebrates on which bats feed and the powerful arc lighting of the 
building, in contrast to the darkness of the surrounding area, results in this being a barren 
area for bats within a wider area of high quality bat habitat. 
 
The site is used or visited by a number of important species, including badgers, little owls 
and green woodpeckers for example.  Their presence is a function of the good quality 
habitat around the site rather than the value of the site itself. 
 
In summary the King’s Observatory site is currently of low environmental value and 
represents something of a barren rectangle within a higher value setting.  The presence of 
short cut acid grassland is the most obvious example of where there is latent habitat value 
within the site. 
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5.0 SITE PROPOSALS, IMPACTS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 
5.1 An Overview of Site Proposals 
 

The proposals for the site are illustrated in the site landscape plan in Figure 4. 
 

The client proposes to renovate the King’s Observatory building and live in it as a private 
house.  All the remaining buildings on the site will be removed, with the exception of two 
small huts on the southern part of the lawn which have some historical value. 
 
A new extension to the living accommodation will be built to the west of the observatory 
building.  This will be constructed below ground level and around a sunken courtyard. 
The roof of this building, around the courtyard area, will be covered with soil and planted 
with grassland and trees as a “living roof”.    
 
A new lake and wetland feature will be constructed in the southern part of the site.  This 
will provide the balancing flood water storage required to counter the effects of raising 
the extension to the house out of the flood plain.  It will also provide an opportunity for 
new and interesting habitats within the site.   
 
The fencing around the site will be removed and replaced by four sections of ha-has, 
along each of the four boundaries, and linked by estate rail. 
 
The remainder of the site will be graded to flow with the surrounding parkland.  The 
mature Turkey oak tree will be retained, the remaining ornamental trees will be replaced 
by new copses of native trees, planted to frame both the house and the lake.  The 
landscape is being designed (and will be managed) to enhance both the environmental 
and the aesthetic value of the site.      

 
5.2 Impact of the proposals 
 

The proposals present a major opportunity for habitat enhancement and species 
enrichment for the site.  There are further direct and indirect opportunities for 
improvements in the wider area as a result of the development.  The site opportunities are 
set out in section 5.3 and 5.4 and the wider opportunities are considered in section 6 
below.   
 
The main controls on how these opportunities are realised will be the means by which the 
detailed design and implementation works are carried out and the site is then managed in 
the long term.  Outline recommendations for how these are delivered are provided in 
section 8. 
 
As discussed above, the site itself has little habitat value at present and therefore there is 
little or no ecological impact from the site development.  The existing acid grassland will 
be lifted and stored during the re-grading and relayed following the completion of this 
process on the most suitable substrates in the south of the site. 
 
The existing trees, with the exception of the Turkey oak, will also be removed.  Many of 
these are non-native species and the pruning works have rendered them of limited 
ecological value.  The existing oak trees are vulnerable to oak processionary moth and 
are also largely non-native varieties. 
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The main species of interest that currently uses the site is the badger, using it as a 
foraging site.  Badgers will still be able to use the site following development and the 
areas for foraging will be considerably more varied and interesting.  There will be a 
period of around a year, when the site is being re-graded and planted, when access for 
badgers and other foraging species will be more difficult but, given the amount of 
surrounding good quality habitat, this is not considered to be a material impact. 
 
There will be some temporary minor impacts on the wider area from the construction 
works. This will be limited to noise and dust impacts for example and a temporary 
increase in construction traffic.  These impacts are likely to be managed through the 
planning process.   

 
5.3 Habitat Opportunities Associated with the Proposals 
 

Grassland 
 

The phase one survey revealed that the alluvial soils on the site are capable of supporting 
acid grassland and neutral meadow grassland habitats as well as intermediate herb rich 
grasslands.  The major control on the grassland type is the nutrient content of the soil.  
The site will be extensively landscaped for the project and much of the top soil may be 
removed.  This provides an opportunity to create a low nutrient alluvial sub-soil as the 
medium for the grassland that will develop on the site 
 
One key influence on the nutrient input to the soils appears to be the flood waters from 
the Thames.  A working assumption, based on the phase one habitat survey, is that 
meadow grasslands are likely to predominate below a ground level of around +4.5m OD.    
 
The proposed landscape contours are shown on Figure 4.  This indicates that a large 
proportion of the site will remain above the 4.5mOD contour and will therefore be less 
prone to extended periods of flood inundation.  Two fingers of lower lying land project 
into the site from the east and west near the centre of the site and these are the areas most 
likely to develop, over time, a higher nutrient meadow grassland habitat. 
 
A large part of the grassland has the potential to be good quality acid grassland habitat.  
Removing the soil during the landscaping works will also remove the main nutrient store 
from the system, allowing the creation of a clean low nutrient medium from the alluvial 
sub-soil.  This can then be recolonised through a mixture of relayed acid grassland turf , 
lifted and stored from the site before reprofiling and areas seeded with acid grassland  
mixes sourced from nearby locations which contain additional acid grassland species 
which will increase diversity.   
 
This provides an opportunity, subject to an appropriate level of management and 
monitoring, to trial different grassland mixes, discover which works best in this sub-soil 
and if possible to reintroduce rare floral species indicative of the past in the area.  These 
mixes can still be found in the best examples of habitat type within the alluvial Thames; 
and this would be an excellent opportunity to show-case how the Old Deer Park could be 
restored to its botanic optimum. 
 
The grass land will be managed so as to optimise the biodiversity value of the habitat.  
One or two hay cuts are envisaged per year over the first few years.  When the grass 
lands are more established it may be appropriate to introduce stock (either sheep or 
cattle) as an alternative management method.   
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Ha-has 
 
Four ha-has are proposed along the boundaries of the site.  These are envisaged as around 
five metres wide at the surface and 1.5 metres deep.  The retaining wall is a vertical brick 
structure with a lime mortar and the outer slope is at about 30 degrees.   A schematic 
section through a ha-ha is shown on Figure 5. 
 
The ha-has provide valuable opportunities for specialised habitat niches on the brick 
wall, at the base and on the facing slope.  The fact that each ha-ha is oriented towards a 
different point of the compass further enhances their potential as specialised habitat 
areas.   
 
The water table beneath the site varies up to around +3.5mOD in the winter and this will 
result in the base of some of the ha-has becoming wet (or at least damp) during the late 
winter and early spring.  The northern ha-ha in particular will also be prone to seasonal 
flood inundations and these will on occasions also reach the others.  
 
The vertical wall of the ha-ha provides a good habitat for mosses and lichens, with 
different species preferring the different orientations.  The lime mortar allows some 
access by various insects such as solitary bees and hoverflies, to use as a breeding 
habitat.   
 
The base of the ha-has provides a seasonally damp and shaded habitat ideal for wet 
meadow flora representative of alluvial flood plain grassland in the local area. 
Representative communities for potential transplantation can be found in the SSSI site at 
Syon lane meadows on the north side of the River Thames and at Green Lane water 
meadow on the River Crane. 
 
It is proposed to incorporate lenses of sand and gravel into the outer slope of the ha-has 
on he north, east and west of the site.  This provides another valuable habitat for 
invertebrates that nest or hunt in the warm dry conditions created where these substrates 
are on sunny slopes. They are especially important for nesting bees and wasps and for 
predators such as ground beetles, jumping and wolf spiders.  
 
Lake and wetland 
 
The water level in the lake will reflect the surrounding water table and will therefore vary 
between around +3.5m OD in the late winter/early spring to around +2m OD in the late 
summer.  The ground level around the lake is around +4.5m OD and this provides the 
opportunity to create a fringe of wetland habitat around the lake.   
 
The lake water will be sourced from the shallow terrace gravel aquifer and the water 
quality is anticipated be good and the water clear with a low pH and nutrient content.  
The quality will change during and following flood events however.  Major flood events, 
which may happen around once per year, may inundate the lake with Thames river water 
and this will introduce high pH, silt laden and high nutrient water into the lake.  Lesser 
flood events that do not introduce river water directly into the lake will nevertheless 
infiltrate the groundwater and may cause pH and nutrients levels to be raised compared to 
unadulterated gravel waters for a period thereafter.   
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The water quality will influence the types of wetland and submerged flora the lake will 
support.  For the most part these will be meso-trophic species associated with acid heaths 
and grasslands and will make for an interesting and high value habitat – particularly for 
London.  However, these species will need to be able to tolerate periodic inundations 
and/or variations in pH and nutrient resulting from flood events. 
 
The lake may also support a range of amphibians such as frogs, toads and newts.  Note 
that river flooding may also bring an influx of river fish and this may compromise the 
value of the amphibian habitat to some extent.   
 
The slope leading in to the north side of the lake will be shallow and it is proposed to 
plant the wetland margin with varieties of low growing sedges.   This will provide an 
interesting habitat and allow a relatively seamless visual gradation from the grassland 
through the sedges to the lakeside.   
 
The slopes on the other sides of the lake will be steeper and allow the planting of taller 
wetland plants such as purple loosestrife, great water dock, greater spearwort and marsh 
figwort .   
 
Reed bed habitat is a priority in London.  However it is not proposed to plant reeds on 
this site as they will rapidly colonise the entire lake area.  Rather, a wider variety of more 
specialist species will be selected and then managed to provide a varied and interesting 
habitat, potentially of much greater biodiversity value and interest for the region. 
 
One or two near vertical slopes are proposed within the lake side so as to provide nesting 
habitat for kingfishers.  Detailed designs will be required to ensure these habitats are 
appropriate for nesting kingfishers and adequately protected from predators. 
 
A boathouse is proposed on the edge of the lake.  His will be fitted with bat boxes to 
provide bat roosting habitat.  The lake itself, with the associated wetland and grassland 
will provide a good feeding habitat for bats. 
 
Trees and copses 
 
It is proposed to plant around 100 trees within and around the site and the planting plan is 
shown in Figure 6.    Much of this planting is in the form of five small copses, around the 
boundaries of the site, providing a natural frame for both the observatory and the lake and 
softening the rectangular shape of the site.  
 
The five copses will offer differing habitats deriving from their species mix. The species 
chosen are indicative of trees found within local landscapes and should complement the 
surrounding woodland habitat. It is recommended that Turkey oak is omitted from the 
mix due to its propensity to spread knopper gall wasp. 
 
Small copses within a large area of acid grassland lend themselves to management as 
wood pasture habitat, similar to that found in Richmond Park. The association of the semi 
acidic/neutral grassland and dead wood within the copses, and the differing amounts of 
light and shade, should over time allow the creation of important invertebrate 
communities such as can be found in Richmond Park. 
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5.4 Species Opportunities Associated with the Proposals 
 

This section provides an overview of the species opportunities arising from the scheme.  
Many of the opportunities for species niches will develop as part of the detailed design 
process and, if the habitats develop as proposed, further species (floral and faunal) are 
likely to migrate to the site. 
 
Flora 
 
The three major floral habitats are acid grassland, marginal meso-trophic wetland and 
native woodland copses (with associated understorey).  There are a large number of niche 
habitats associated with the ha-has, and neutral meadow grassland may also develop over 
a part of the site. 
 
These habitats are largely being engineered by re-grading the site alluvium and this 
provides considerable scope and flexibility for the active introduction of floral species as 
well as the creation of habitats and seeing what arrives naturally on the site.   
 
It is recommended that the alluvium is analysed for nutrients, pH and silt content at an 
early stage in this process. These data can be used to design the substrate for the 
grasslands.  It will for example allow the layering of substrates to create optimum 
germination conditions for identified grassland and herbaceous communities throughout 
the site and the relaying of any important acid grassland from the site which will be lifted 
prior to re-profiling. Areas not covered by relayed acid grassland sward could then  be 
seeded from high diversity acid grassland and neutral grassland types within the local 
area that share similar characteristics, such as at Hounslow Heath LNR or Richmond 
Park. These seeded areas will also offer the opportunity for seed to blow in from adjacent 
sources creating dynamic swards.  These will go through a natural maturing process 
which, with careful management, would offer differing niche habitats over a period of 
time. 
   
Invertebrates 
 
At present the site is largely devoid of invertebrates.  The site proposals create a wide 
number of high quality invertebrate habitats.  The acid grassland is associated with the 
Thames Terrace invertebrate suite.  Ant hills of yellow meadow ants are likely to develop 
in the grassland over two to three years and along with the ants will be grasshoppers, 
solitary wasps and bees, spiders and butterflies such as small heath and small copper 
butterflies.   The ha-has, as noted above, will provide habitat niches for a wide variety of 
hole and crevice nesting bees and hoverflies for example.  The wetland and lake provide 
habitat for dragonflies and damsel flies as well as lake-surface and sub-surface species.  
The copses, and particularly any dead wood within or set beneath the trees, will provide 
good habitat for many beetles and associated insects.     
 
Bats 
 
The introduction of good quality invertebrate habitat will greatly enhance the feeding 
habitat for bats.  The external lighting will be removed from the observatory and this will 
take away this major limitation on bat activity around the site.  Most or all of the 
borough’s eight species are likely to be active within the Thames corridor local to the site 
and therefore can be expected to overfly the site at some time.  The lake may be of 
particular interest to open water feeding species such as Daubenton’s bat.   
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The habitat will be enhanced further by the introduction of bat roosting boxes into the 
large Turkey oak within the site and to selected mature trees local to the site.  Bat boxes 
will also be included within the roof space of the new boat house proposed for the lake 
side. 
 
Other mammals 
 
The site will be enhanced, particularly with the addition of wooded copses and associated 
dead wood, as a foraging habitat for badgers.  The ha-has will not extend to the four 
corners of the site and open rail fencing will complete the boundary within the copses at 
these points, allowing easy access for badgers.    
 
The value of the habitat will also be greatly enhanced for other small mammals such as 
shrews, voles and mice, hedge hogs, weasels and stoats, all of which are understood to 
forage within the wider Old Deer Park area. 
 
Birds 
 
At present there are limited opportunities for birds either to feed or nest on the site.  The 
feeding habitat will be greatly enhanced for many species of seed and insect eating birds.  
The wetland habitat provides opportunities for smaller marginal wetland species such as 
buntings and warblers.  Its value for ducks and waders may be limited due to its size but 
some smaller species may well adopt the site.    
 
There are specific plans to create a kingfisher nesting habitat around the lake and it is 
hoped that resident pairs of kingfishers will move into the habitat.  It is known that 
various raptors such as little owl and tawny owl are present on the Old Deer Park and 
others such as hobby, sparrow hawk peregrine and kestrel are present locally along the 
Thames.  The creation of good quality habitat for small birds and mammals also provides 
hunting opportunities for these birds. 
 
Reptiles and amphibians 
 
At present there is little or no appropriate habitat for these species.  The lake and wetland 
area should create a good habitat for frogs, toads and newts, dependent on the influx of 
fish predators from the river.  The grassland provides good habitat for grass snakes, 
common lizards and slow worms, all known to be present in the wider area.   
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6.0 FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS OUTSIDE OF THE SITE AREA 
 
6.1 Acid Grassland 
 

As noted above, the Royal Mid Surrey Golf Course (RMSGC)  management are keen to 
enhance and extend the acid grassland habitat on the course.  The mechanics of 
developing a high quality acid grassland habitat at the King’s Observatory site will be a 
valuable learning process as to what can be achieved in the surrounding golf course.  It 
will also, on completion, be a useful example to show to the Greens Committee and the 
course members.  The client and project team are already in liaison with the RMSGC 
team and would be supportive of any benefits that can be provided to the course in this 
respect.  
 

6.2 Wet woodland and wetland 
 

The client is interested in working with the RMSGC and LB Richmond to re-open 
several vistas that link the King’s Observatory with other local landscape features.  The 
key vista lines are; the Meridian line running due north and south from the Observatory 
and across to the towpath; and the views to and from Syon House, Isleworth Church and 
Kew Pagoda, and these are shown on Figure 7.  This objective is also included in the Old 
Deer Park management plan and the Thames Landscape Strategy.  Some works on the 
vistas have already been undertaken, over the last few years, in liaison between the client 
and RMSGC. 
 
The creation and long term management of these vistas would require a significant 
amount of landscape and habitat management within the Kew wet woodland and along 
the Kew towpath.  These habitats have been revealed by recent survey works to be of 
high value, particularly for some invertebrates, but with considerably more potential, 
especially with the introduction of more light and the creation of improved wetland 
habitat.   
 
The RMSGC is reviewing the management of the outer part of the course, alongside the 
wet woodland.  These areas are subject to periodic flooding and coarse meadow grasses 
predominate.  The course manager and Greens Committee have been in discussion with 
Thames Landscape Strategy about the options and potential for the introduction of more 
wetland habitat into this part of the course.  This has the potential for a more valuable 
wildlife habitat and a more interesting and attractive golfing challenge. 
 
The client and the RMSGC have held initial discussions with a view to undertaking a 
jointly supported management plan for the wet woodland and associated areas.  This 
would consider these opportunities and evaluate the environmental and other costs and 
benefits.  There is little doubt that a well designed and managed wetland area, at this 
location along the Thames, would have great potential for wetland birds and bats for 
example.  The experience from Barnes Wetland Centre indicates the rich diversity of 
birds that are in the locality and may be attracted to this site.   

 
6.3 Nesting and roosting habitat 
 

The proposals for the Observatory will create a good quality feeding habitat for bats and 
birds, including raptors.  At present, with the exception of the one mature Turkey oak, 
there is little available nesting and roosting habitat on the site, and this will only evolve 
over time as the trees mature.  The project team proposes, in the mean time, to work with 
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RMSGC to provide nesting boxes for birds and roosting boxes for bats, within the mature 
trees in the locality. 

 
6.4 Benefits for the Wider Area 
 

The renovation of the King’s Observatory will include the creation of a number of high 
value habitats within this 2.6 hectare site.  This has significant value in its own right but 
may also serve as an illustration of what can be achieved elsewhere within the tidal 
Thames flood plain.   
 
The Thames Landscape Strategy is engaged in a long term scheme, known as “Making 
space for water”, to increase the amount of flood plain within West London and to 
enhance the environmental value of this land.  This approach will provide improved flood 
defence for local low lying areas and also increase the overall environmental value of the 
Thames floodplain.  As with all such long term planning objectives, there is considerable 
value in having a first example, to show interested parties what can be achieved and how 
it might look.   
 
Thames Landscape Strategy is supportive of the King’s Observatory project, not least 
because it will provide this practical example.  The client is happy to work with Thames 
Landscape Strategy in the implementation of the Observatory project and thereby support 
these wider objectives of the Strategy. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS   
 

The King’s Observatory site is located within the Old Deer Park, a Site of Borough 
Importance for Nature Conservation, and adjacent to the Thames corridor, a Site of 
Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation.  As such it is within a high value 
environment with considerable biodiversity value.   
 
The site itself covers approximately 2.6 hectares and is largely green open space with a 
mix of grasses including a significant area of good quality acid grassland.  However, it 
has been managed for many years as the setting for a corporate headquarters, with short 
grass and manicured trees.  Its latent environmental value is not currently being realised 
and the site is relatively barren, ecologically, in comparison with the surrounding area  

 
The limited development proposals for the site, combined with the compromised nature 
of the existing site habitats, mean that there will be no material negative impact on the 
ecology of the site from the development.  On the contrary, the development provides a 
major opportunity to develop the habitat value of the site.  As such the scheme is 
supportive of environmental policy objectives at a national, regional and local level.  

 
The landscaping plans are intended to greatly enhance the habitat value of the site and 
there will be five major habitat areas developed on site as part of the landscape proposals.  
Grassland, predominantly acid grassland in the southern half of the site with more neutral 
grassland in the northern half, will be developed and allowed to grow to maturity over a 
large part of the site.    
 
A lake will be created in the southern part of the site and this will have a large wetland 
area around it, subject to seasonal inundation.  There will be five copses created around 
the margins of the site with around 100 standard native trees planted.  There will also be 
four lengths of ha-ha along the edges of the site, each providing areas of wetland, stone 
wall and open bankside habitat, oriented to the four points of the compass and so 
maximising the variety of habitat niches created. 
 
These major habitat zones will be planted with mixes of flora to create good value native 
habitats and designed to benefit a wide variety of invertebrate species.  These in turn can 
be expected to attract a wide variety of birds and bats, along with a range of reptiles, 
amphibians and other mammals, known to inhabit the surrounding areas.   

 
There will be direct environmental benefits to the surrounding area resulting from the 
introduction of good quality habitat into the site.  The client is also in discussions with 
RMSGC and LB Richmond with a view to developing a management plan for the 
adjoining Kew wet woodland.  The King’s Observatory site will also provide examples 
of habitat development practice that can be applied elsewhere on the RMSGC and may 
also be of considerable value to the Thames Landscape Strategy when seeking to 
implement habitat improvements elsewhere within the upper tidal Thames. 
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The scheme has considerable promise for providing five new good quality habitats within 
the King’s Observatory site.  The basic requirements are present to achieve this and the 
client is supportive of the scheme proposals.  However, this is only the first part of a four 
part process in the delivery of these habitats - to follow are detailed design, 
implementation and ongoing maintenance and management.  All need to be handled well 
for the full potential of the project to be realised.   

 
Initial recommendations are provided below for inclusion in the next part of the project:   
 
1. Ongoing groundwater level monitoring is recommended so as to gain further 

insight into the likely lake levels and wetland characteristics of the site 
 
2. Monitoring of any flood inundations of the site is also recommended so as to gain 

further information as to likely flood levels following development 
 

3. There is an opportunity in 2011 to allow the grasses on the site to grow naturally 
and see the range and nature of the species that develop.  The opportunity could 
also be taken to collect either specimen turfs or seed samples prior to site 
development.   

 
4. An investigation has been proposed on the archaeology of the site and further 

geotechnical ground investigations are also likely to be needed.  These 
opportunities could be used to collect data on the nature and chemistry of the sub-
surface soils across the site and use these data to aid the detailed design of the site 
landscaping 

 
5. Some detailed design works will be needed for specific components of the 

scheme, including for example the build up of the sub-soils for the grassland 
areas, the structure and make up of the ha-has and the kingfisher banks, and the 
planting plans for the wetland areas. 

 
6. Planting lists along with source locations (ideally local to the site) for wetland and 

acid grassland species in particular should be developed.  
 

7. It would also be possible to create trial areas on the site to test local soils and how 
these support acid grassland species 

 
8. At the same time there is an opportunity to progress, alongside RMSGC and LB 

Richmond, with the development of a management plan for the wet woodland 
area. 
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Figures 
 
1 Site location – showing the site, RMSGC, and river 
2 Site plan – including the current topography (possibly simplified wrt flood levels – for 

discussion) and the borehole locations 
3 Distribution of grassland areas across the site 
4 Proposed site layout – as per KWA drawing, and showing distribution of habitat types, 

plus land contours 
5 Section through a ha-ha 
6 Planting plan for the trees 
7 Wider site area showing the wet woodland and the vista lines   
 
 
Appendices 
 
A Borehole logs  
B Bird species list for 2009 from Barnes Wetland Centre  
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Figure 3:  Distribution of 
Grassland Areas Across the Site
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Name Common Name Specification Quantity Notes

MAIN TREE PLANTING

Ag Alnus glutinosa Alder Selected root-balled standards (10-12cm girth) 7 Parkland Planting

Fe Fraxinus excelsior Common Ash Selected root-balled standards (18-20cm girth) 23 Parkland Planting

Fe Fraxinus excelsior Common Ash Specimen tree -  20/25 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

2

Jn Juglans nigra Black walnut Specimen trees -  18-20 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

2

Jn Juglans nigra Black walnut Specimen trees -  25-30 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

5

Po Platanus orientalis Oriental Plane Specimen trees -  25-30 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

2

Pn Populus nigra Black poplar Selected root-balled standards (10-12cm girth) 3 Parkland Planting

Qp Quercus palustris Pin Oak Specimen trees -  20-25 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

3

Qr Quercus robur English oak Specimen trees -  18-20 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

9

Sa Salix alba Willow Selected root-balled standards (10-12cm girth) 10 Parkland Planting

Sar Sorbus aria Whitebeam 4m high 4

Tc Tilia cordata Lime Specimen trees -  18-20 cm girth, single straight leader, 
light even branching, clear stem to 2.4m, rootballed.

12 Parkland Planting

TOTAL 82

SUNKEN COURT TREE PLANTING

Ee Euonymus elatus Winged spindle Specimen tree 8

Mb Maytenus booria Mayten Specimen tree 1

TOTAL 9

WOODLAND MIX
Total Area (sqm) 5680
Planting density (/sqm) 1
Total Shrubs 5680

% No
Crataegus monogyna 10 568
Corylus avellana 20 1136
Euonymus europea 10 568
Frangula alnus 30 1704
Ilex aquifolium 10 568
Ligustrum vulgare 5 284
Rosa canina 5 284
Salix caprea 10 568
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Appendix B 



Recording Year: 2009 Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Waterfowl:
Mute Swan (br LWC) MS 7 (2) 10 (1) 25 22 16 (12) 11 (16) 11 (16) 11 (15) 24 (17) 12 (14) 10 (10) 13 (7)
Bewick's Swan  (LS) BS 8
Whooper Swan  (LR) WS 3
Greylag Goose  (f)  (br LWC) GJ 52 86 35 20 29 (1) 6 (1) 1 8 1 11 27 12
Canada Goose  (f)  (br LWC) CG 116 140 100 92 53 (5) 23 204 371 163 155 192 153
Egyptian Goose  (f) EG 11 6 8 6 2 1 2 (4) 8 13 8 17 16
Shelduck SU 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 2
Mandarin Duck  (f) MN 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1
Eurasian Wigeon WN 97 59 67 12 38 64 56 62
Gadwall  (br LWC) GA 69 74 52 56 17 70 (11) 21 (5) 136 (8) 166 163 78 77
Common Teal (attempted br) T. 438 272 207 80 1 11 11 80 167 260 259 168
Mallard  (br LWC) MA 249 333 234 192 (33) 140 (32) 139 (51) 125 (62) 110 (36) 173 (4) 229 261 212
Pintail PT 8 8 4 3 1 1 1 2 9
Garganey  (LS) GY 2 3 1 2 3 4
Shoveler SV 138 136 120 94 2 6 13 84 111 168 93 94
Red-crested Pochard  (LR if wild) RQ 1 (2) 2 5
Pochard  (br LWC) PO 47 21 26 40 34 32 (34) 22 (25) 26 (32) 20 51 35 40
Tufted Duck  (br LWC) TU 442 428 318 209 254 278 (45) 196 (170) 179 (172) 114 82 110 207
Common Goldeneye GN 1
Smew SY 1
Goosander GD 4
Red-breasted Merganser RM 2
Ruddy Duck  (f) RY 1 2 1 2 5 6 2 2 2
Little Grebe  (br LWC) LG 14 9 18 17 8 (5) 10 (3) 13 (4) 17 (9) 19 (3) 19 16 20
Great Crested Grebe  (br LWC) GG 4 10 7 13 7 (4) 7 (4) 5 (4) 7 (4) 7 (4) 7 (3) 6 8
Cormorant CA 16 100 377 13 8 4 11 24 55 63 102 76
Bittern  (LS; UK BAP; wintering) BI 3 3 2 2 1 3
Little Egret ET 1 2 1 2 7 1 1
Great White Egret  (LR; BE 1st) HW 1
Grey Heron  (br BE playing fields) H. 21 14 17 15 13 17 (5) 17 26 26 21 27 29
Purple Heron  (LR; BE 1st) UR 1
Water Rail (br LWC; LR if breeding) WA 5 6 8 1 2 2 5 (1) 7 (2) 10 6 41

Appendix 1  Peak counts of birds recorded by Barn Elms Natural History Group in 2009 (juveniles in brackets; b = brood, m = many; * = occupied nest holes)



Waterfowl (continued): Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Moorhen  (br LWC) MH 221 171 188 (2) 155 (9) 92 (13) 96 (29) 99 (77) 154 (72) 166 (85) 212 (65) 256 (9) 250
Coot  (br LWC) CO 215 160 176 177 (11) 151 (24) 159 (48) 245 (37) 332 (35) 357 (10) 314 (11) 292 (1) 323
Spotted Crake  (LS) AK 1 1
Birds of Prey:
Red Kite  (LS) KT 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Marsh Harrier  (LS) MR 1 1 1
Sparrowhawk  (br Barnes) SH 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 3 (1) 4 (2) 4 (1) 2 3
Common Buzzard BZ 1 1 2 4 2 1 1 12 2 2
Kestrel  (br Barnes) K. 1 1 3 2 2 4 (2) 4 1 (1) 3 (1) 2 1 1 (1)
Merlin  (LS) ML 1
Hobby  (br locally SW London) HY 2 1 2 1 (1) 3 (2) 6 (2)
Peregrine Falcon  (br SW London) PE 2 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 (1) 2 2 2
Waders:
Oystercatcher OC 1 2 1
Avocet  (LS) AV 1 2
Little Ringed Plover  (br LWC) LP 1 4 4 5 4 (3)
Ringed Plover RP 1 3 1 2
Golden Plover  (LS in Inner London) GP 1 1
Northern Lapwing  (br; UK BAP) L. 131 141 75 29 (4) 27 (11) 25 (7) 38 (25) 70 66 90 84 230
Dunlin DN 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1
Ruff RU 1 1
Jack Snipe JS 3 4 2 2 3 7 1
Common Snipe  (pair summered) SN 48 31 25 13 1 1 3 21 27 32 31 18
Woodcock WK 2 1 2 2 1
Black-tailed Godwit BW 1 5 1 4 1 2
Whimbrel WM 3 7 1 4
Curlew CU 1 1 1 2 1 1
Redshank  (br LWC; LU if breeding) RK 1 12 16 9 8 1 3
Greenshank GK 1 1 3 1
Green Sandpiper GE 1 1 1 3 2 1 1
Wood Sandpiper  (LU) OD 3
Common Sandpiper CS 2 3 1 3 5 1 1
Turnstone TT 1
Gulls:
Mediterranean Gull MU 1 1 1



Gulls (continued): Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Little Gull LU 8 1 6
Black-headed Gull BH 390 300 460 90 77 250 126 207 189 139 510 339
Common Gull CM 26 2 2 1 1 1 1 36 2 35
Lesser Black-backed Gull(br London) LB 16 7 14 40 46 30 42 40 2 3 41 12
Yellow-legged Gull YG 5 2 4 3 1 2 2 1 1 4 2
Caspian Gull  (LR) CaGu 1 2 2 1 3 1 1
Herring Gull  (br London) HG 40 5 60 80 80 40 6 70 1 1 60 26
Glaucous Gull  (LS) GZ 1
Great Black-backed Gull GB 12 2 17 8 10 1 3 1 7 10
Kittiwake  (LS) KI 1 1
Terns:
Little Tern  (LU) AF 2
Sandwich Tern  (LU) TE 3
Common Tern  (br LWC) CN 14 18 20 (8) 18 (8) 33 (5)
Arctic Tern AE 1 3
Doves/Pigeons:
Feral Pigeon  (f)  (br LWC) FP 78 40 34 32 47 49 46 86 88 126 83 82
Stock Dove  (br Barnes) SD 9 10 18 5 22 10 11 14 33 5 17 12
Woodpigeon  (br Barnes) WP 32 33 66 43 (4) 19 43 32 34 190 (12) 1277 383 30
Collared Dove  (br near LWC; BE 1st) CD 4 2 2 2 2 3 6 5 3 1
Turtle Dove  (LU) TD 1
Parrots:
Ring-necked Parakeet (f) (br Barnes) RI 17 14 19 16 10 13 23 62 26 176 25 17
Cuckoos:
Cuckoo CK 1 1
Owls:
Tawny Owl  (br Barnes) TO 1
Short-eared Owl SE 1
Nightjars:
European Nightjar  (LR) NJ 1
Swifts:
Common Swift  (br Barnes) SI 70 120 350 170 110 3
Kingfishers:
Kingfisher  (br Beverley Brook) KF 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 2



Woodpeckers: Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Green Woodpecker  (br Barnes) G. 5 4 4 3 1 1 4 (1) 5 (2) 4 (1) 5 5 4
Great Spotted Woodpecker  (br Barnes) GS 2 1 4 2 1 1 2 5 9 8 2 2
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker LS 1 1 1
Passerines:
Woodlark  (LS) WL 2
Skylark S. 1 37 3 28 3 24
Sand Martin  (br LWC) SM 34 60 78 90 (66*) 110 48 70
Swallow SL 8 81 6 1 14 200 14
House Martin  (used to br Barnes) HM 1 40 45 19 30 100 40
Tree Pipit TP 1 1
Meadow Pipit MP 4 6 6 30 48 22 1 9
Rock Pipit RC 1 1 2 1 3 1 2
Water Pipit WI 2 2 2 2 7 3 2
Rock/Water Pipit RC/WI 3
Yellow Wagtail YW 1 9 2 2 1
Grey Wagtail  (br Beverley Brook) GL 1 1 2 1 1 (1) 1 3 4 3 2
White Wagtail WhWa 1 1 1 1 1
Pied Wagtail  (br LWC) PW 1 2 4 2 1 1 (1) 1 (5) 1 1 2 2 4
White/Pied Wagtail PW/Wh 2 2 6 15
Wren  (br LWC) WR 7 11 23 31 14 (2) 33 12 (3) 14 7 14 11 12
Dunnock  (br LWC; UK BAP) D. 3 2 9 7 3 4 2 1 1 3 2
Robin  (br LWC) R. 18 17 25 25 (2) 13 (3) 12 (4) 12 (4) 17 31 46 16 30
Black Redstart BX 1
Common Redstart  (LU) RT 1
Nightingale  (LS) N. 1
Whinchat WC 2 1 3 1
European Stonechat SC 2 2 2 3 3 3 2
Northern Wheatear W. 2 5 1 1 1 1
Ring Ouzel  (LU) RZ 1 1
Blackbird  (br LWC) B. 30 16 14 21 21 18 16 (2) 10 40 90 17 39
Fieldfare FF 9 316 82 104 180
Song Thrush  (br LWC) ST 1 7 4 3 2 2 4 14 27 14 4
Redwing RE 4 68 22 1 1 248 18 210
Mistle Thrush  (br LWC) M. 3 5 5 5 4 5 (1) 13 19 4 2
Cetti's Warbler  (LS) CW 1 4 5 4



Passerines (continued): Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Grasshopper Warbler  (LS) GH 2
Sedge Warbler  (br LWC) SW 16 18 5 3 3 2 1
Reed Warbler  (br LWC) RW 114 44 29 (4) 20 (5) 16 4 3
Blackcap  (br LWC) BC 2 18 8 2 (2) 11 31 23 6 1
Garden Warbler  (br LWC) GW 2 3 2 1 1 1 (1)
Lesser Whitethroat  (br LWC) LW 3 1 1 1 (2) 3 (1) 4 1
Common Whitethroat  (br LWC) WH 4 3 2 1 2 (1) 2
Wood Warbler  (LS) WO 1
Common Chiffchaff  (br LWC; BE 1st) CC 2 1 10 12 3 (4) 3 8 (7) 30 100 5 4 6
Willow Warbler WW 1 6 1 1 (1) 17 2 1
Yellow-browed Warbler (LR; BE 2nd) YB 1
Goldcrest  (br LWC boundary) GC 31 9 6 3 2 2 5 (4) 1 8 8 8 4
Firecrest  (LS) FC 1 1 1
Spotted Flycatcher SF 1 1 2
Bearded Tit  (LR) BR 1
Long-tailed Tit  (br LWC) LT 20 17 18 10 18 (27) 20 10 36 30 41 38 46
Blue Tit  (br LWC) BT 24 20 21 17 26 25 (22) 17 (1) 19 21 45 15 31
Great Tit  (br LWC) GT 30 28 24 26 23 19 (7) 27 (3) 31 25 52 21 30
Coal Tit  (br LWC boundary) CT 1 1 1 6 2 2 2 1 2
Nuthatch  (br Barnes) NH 1 1
Jay  (br Barnes) J. 3 2 2 9 4 8 1 11 8 7 4 4
Magpie  (br LWC boundary) MG 11 19 19 9 8 17 (1) 15 17 30 28 19 30
Jackdaw  (br BE playing fields) JD 12 28 14 26 40 (2+) 37 12 (1) 20 17 48 41 16
Rook  (LS in urban areas) RO 2 1
Carrion Crow  (br LWC boundary) C. 208 73 148 153 71 30 8 32 21 54 160 118
Starling  (br LWC) SG 87 80 56 64 93 (4) 200 (27) 103 (40) 720 400 1130 134 135
House Sparrow  (br LWC) HS 6 1 11 3 3 2 2
Tree Sparrow  (LS) TS 1 1
Chaffinch  (br LWC) CH 13 24 22 18 5 12 (1) 2 7 9 385 15 18
Brambling BL 1 1 2 1 5 1
Greenfinch  (br LWC) GR 39 30 18 28 11 15 20 12 85 37 15 14
Goldfinch  (br LWC) GO 21 16 40 12 5 7 16 (8) 18 56 60 75 64
Siskin SK 17 30 16 3 52 8 8
Linnet  (UK BAP; br Barnes) LI 2 7 2 46 1 2 (3) 11 75 1 2
Lesser Redpoll LR 1 73 30 8 3 21 13 14



Passerines (continued): Code Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Mealy Redpoll  (LS) FR 5 4 3 2 5
Redpoll species LR/FR 1 4 10 1 3 11
Common Crossbill (irruptive visitor) CR 1 1
Bullfinch BF 1 1 1
Yellowhammer  (LS) Y. 1
Reed Bunting  (br LWC) RB 4 11 25 28 6 7 8 1 4 18 6 12
Escapes:
White-fronted Goose WG 1
Greenland White-fronted Goose Gr. WG 1
Lesser White-fronted Goose LC 1 1
Bar-headed Goose HD 4 3 3 7 (3) 3 7 7
Emperor Goose EM 1 1 1 1
Green Winged Teal Gr. T. 1
Hybrids:
Canada x Greylag Goose CG x GJ 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 3 2 5
Red-crested Pochard x Mallard RQ x MA 1
Mallard crosses ZF 5 2 3 5 3 4 6 (2) 2 1 2 3 1
Ring-necked x Tufted Duck NG x TU 1 1
Scaup x Tufted Duck SP x TU 1
Saker type hybrid JF x 1

Recording Year: 2009
Total No. Waterfowl Species: 25 23 24 22 23 21 20 22 24 25 24 25
Total No. Wader Species: 7 5 10 12 14 10 11 9 7 7 6 7
Total No. Hybrid Birds 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Total No. Escaped Species 1 0 1 1 3 0 0 3 4 2 0 1
Total No. Feral Species 7 6 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 6
Total No. Wild Bird Species 80 79 93 101 93 78 77 83 98 98 81 87
Total No. Bird Species: 88 85 101 109 103 84 83 92 109 107 87 94
Key: BE 1st = Barn Elms 1st record; (f) = feral; LR = London rarity; LS = London scarce; LU = London uncommon; ® =national rarity; UK BAP = UK priority breeding species; br = breeding
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